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How we developers see data
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How users want to see data
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§ No table, engaging lists
§ Not always label: value
§ Images
§ Not opening hours but 

open/closed until
§ Useful styles: font-sizes, bold, 

colors, icons, backgrounds



“Labels are a last resort“ – Adam Wathan &Steve 
Schoger, Refactoring UI

Optional: Title of the presentation 6



Template Components make this easy
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§Plug-In Type (since 23.1)
§No PL/SQL required 
(just frontend -> HTML/CSS/JS)

§Easy to use in Apps -> Query and map cols to 
fields
§ Interactive Report columns (partial)
§Own region (multiple)

§Sharable as all the other plug-ins



How to approach this
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A bit off:
§ A thumbnail image of the

restaurant's interior at the top, 
spanning the full width of the card.

§ Below the image, the restaurant
details are displayed.

§ The number indicating the order of
the restaurant in the list is
significantly larger than the rest of
the text.
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Let the AI do the hard work

Chat GPT:
Generate a complete html template including CSS styles for 
following list component:

Original:



APEX related?
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Generate a complete html template including CSS styles for
following list component. Please use the Oracle APEX templating
syntax: 



Demo



Sharing is caring
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§ https://apex.world has a growing list of Template Components
§ Just download and try it out
§ Consider giving back to the community, then is is a win-win

https://apex.world/


questions / feedback / ideas?

hello@hartenfeller.dev
https://hartenfeller.dev

Thank you!
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